
NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE OAKHAM AND BARLEYTHORPE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STTEERING GROUP 

held on 26th. October, 2018 at the King Centre, Barleythorpe at 2.00 p.m.. 

Present: Christopher Clark (CC) (chair), Paul Dowse (PD), John Nowell (JN), Janet Hughes (JH) 
and Michael Hinman (MH). 

This was a meeting called at unavoidably short notice to consider the Steering Group's required 
response to the Task & Finish Group's Recommendations and Future Framework which, having 
analysed the current situation, looked forward to the time when the Task & Finish Group would, it 
suggested, be succeeded by an Oakham Regeneration Partnership between some of its stakeholders. 

As a member of both the Steering Group and the Task & Finish Group, PD spoke to the document. 
He said that the Recommendations envisaged fewer working groups than the Task & Finish Group 
had previously adumbrated and that it owed much to the T. & F. Group's evidence-based report 
which had already been circulated but not published. The evidence base had been checked against 
various key performance indicators. Task & Finish had still to set up the future body's terms of 
reference in the light of recommendations which it was making to Rutland County Council. 
Oakham Regeneration Partnership would be largely staffed by volunteers with the use of council 
officials' expertise. JH would be in a position to raise at T. & F. Group meetings one matter not 
included in the Recommendations, which was mentioning town events on car park electronic 
displays. The Recommendations suggested that the Oakham Regeneration Partnership have three 
working groups of which two would cover specific areas and the other be for communications and 
co-ordination: CC thought that Communications and Co-Ordination's independent chair and 
secretariat ought to be paid roles. Steering Group members agreed with the evidence-based report's 
facts and the Recommendations' section 9, clauses 1-3 which stated that RCC ought to accept the 
evidence-based report and its validity to determine regeneration priorities for Oakham; support a 
community engagement process to ensure consultation with stakeholder groups and the wider 
community; and agree to the Oakham Regeneration Partnership's creation, with the three working 
groups. Such longterm recommendations in the T. & F. document as related to e.g. signage and 
heritage could be legitimately incorporated into the Steering Group's recommendations for the 
Neighbourhood Plan because of the two groups' synergy and having some personnel in common. 
Whatever the evidence-based report was officially called should appear in references to it in the 
Recommendations. It was observed that RCC would have to devolve much implementation of the 
Recommendations onto Oakham Town Council. 

Being quorate, the five members present unanimously agreed that PD could inform the Task & 
Finish Group that the Steering Group agreed with the Recommendations.


